The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) has been proposed to demonstrate steady-state operation and to develop advanced performance in terms of ,f? and energy confinement. Major TPX cost drivers and the impact of physics and technology constraints and options on operating scenarios are identified. Key trade and sensitivity studies perfoirmed using SUPERCODE are summarized.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) is the next major proposed step in the U. S. magnetic fusion program 11-31. To be sited at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), TPX has the mission [41 to develop the scientific basis for an economic, compact, and steady-state tokamak fusion reactor, requiring the development and demonstration of stable, steady-state tokamak operating regimes with high ,f?, high confinement, and high boostrap-current fraction, consistent with ARIES recommendations [51. The TPX engineering design incorporates superconducting magnets, actively cooled divertor and first-wall systems, and in-vessel remote maintenance. The deuterium plasma heating and current-drive systems include neutral beams, ICRH, and lower hybrid.
As part of the TPX conceptual design effort, the SUPERCODE [61, combining physics, engineering, and cost models, has been used to perform trade and optimization studies to establish the context of the reference design. Major TPX cost drivers and the impact of physics and technology constraints and options on operating scenarios are identified. Some results of key trade and sensitivity studies are described below. provides the opportunity to perform trade and sensitivity studies, using cost as an object function or constraint. The details of the SUPERCODE cost module are described elsewhere [81. an energy confinement time, T E , enhancement factor, 1-I E 3 -4, rather than 2 for the ST scenario.
Using SUPERCODE, key trade and sensitivity studies have been performed. A two-dimensional phase space of plasma aspect ratio, A = R T /~, and device cost was selected to display the SUPERCODE results. In this A $ space, contours of selected device parameters (c.y., plasma current, on-axis toroidal magnetic field are displayed, as in ~ All design points in this phase space meet the usual constraints of the ST scenario; the density constraints were not applied. At each [A,$] The required external heating powers depend on the value of plasma aspect ratio, A = R T / n , and the choice of ST versus AT operating mode. The neutral-beam heating power as a function of plasma aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 5 ; the curves for AT mode (denoted by squares and triangles) are nearly coincident. Fig. 6 shows ICRH heating power under the same conditions. Total auxiliary heating power is minimized for A 21 4.5 -5. The Day-1 constraints on heating power preclude high-current, low-A devices.
These sample SUPERCODE results point t o the selection of TPX parameters that maximize performance in both ST and AT operating modes while minimizing device cost. Major parameters of the TPX conceptual design are summarized in Table I . 
IV. SUMMARY
The success of TPX improves the fusion-power-plant relevance of the tokamak. Equipped with a detailed cost module, SUPERCODE has been applied to the conceptual design and optimization of the TPX. Key trade and sensitivity studies have been performed, confirming a fairly robust TPX conceptual design at A N 4.5. Minimizing projected cost while maximizing performance has been a driving consideration. Operational flexibility is addressed by bi-modal (ST and AT) optimization of device parameters. The demonstrated capability for bi-modal optimization establishes the techniques for future multi-modal optimizations. Use of the SUPERCODE for TPX studies diminishes as the TPX moves into the engineering design phase. The code package developed in this work is being adapted for future studies of demonstration (DEMO) tokamak power plants and other devices.
